MAKE A CYCLE-A-DIFFERENCE COLLECTION BOX
1. To make the money box you need to:
a) Print out the CaD Collection Box Cover.pdf on a colour printer on
A4 paper.
b) Buy a pack of Pringles crisps; it needs to be the Sour Cream &
Onion flavour – as the tube colour matches that of Cycle-aDifference’s branding!
c) Assemble the tools, some sticky tape, ideally magic tape (rather
than traditional sellotape which tends to degenerate quickly), a solid
glue stick, and a craft knife (scissors may be an alternative if you
don’t have a craft knife).

2. Wrap the paper around the package, keeping the large blank area underneath the
end of the paper with the logos. Pull the paper tight around the tube, and
manoeuvre it so that the visible green strip of the tube is the same width at the
bottom and the top of the tube

3. Make sure the paper is lined up so you can’t see the overlap.

4. Now the hard bit, while not letting the paper move position, let the top layer of
the overlap loose, so that you have access to the other end of the paper cover.

5. Using the magic tape, fix the paper to the tube.

6. Fix at least three points, both ends and the middle.

7. Now the paper is secure at one end, let it unroll, and put the solid glue on.

8. Make sure the solid glue goes right to the edge of the paper end, otherwise the join
will look messy.

9. Roll the paper tight around the tube, making sure it is properly lined up, and then
smooth down the exposed edge.

10. Take the lid off, and turning it upside down, put it on a surface that won’t be
damaged if the knife cuts it.

11. Cut a slot big enough for coins to easily through. Be careful the plastic cracks
quite easily.

12. If you haven’t already, remove the seals and the crisps,
put the plastic top on and you are ready to go!

